Ralph Neil Scroy: 
_Nazi in Your Midst_

Meet Ralph Neil Scroy, your neighbor at 3002 Clove Tree Lane in Woodstock, GA. Scroy is an active neo-Nazi who recently hosted a white supremacist gathering at his Woodstock home. We are concerned by neo-Nazis organizing in your neighborhood, since such organizing frequently leads to violence against people of color, Jewish people, sexual minorities, and others perceived as enemies.

Scroy’s background is in Southern California, where he participated in the white power scene for years. While living in Southern California, Scroy took a no contest plea in Kern County for the charge of “infect[ing] corporal injury on [a] spouse/cohabitant.”

This summer, Scroy has operated alongside Aryan Nations Worldwide, a faction of the notorious Aryan Nations white power organization. Aryan Nations gave birth to the terrorist group “The Order” in the 1980s. Aryan Nations promote the “religion” of Christian Identity -- in which Jews are portrayed as the spawn of Satan, and people of color as less than fully human.

On July 17 2016, Scroy was photographed as part of small demonstration by Aryan Nations Worldwide and the Loyal White Knights of the Ku Klux Klan. Participants held signs such as “Black Lives Don’t Matter” and “Only White Lives Matter.”

Scroy opened up his Woodstock house on Sunday, September 4, 2016 for a Labor Day weekend Aryan Nations gathering. Scroy and attendees took photos with Nazi flags and giving “Sieg Heil” salutes. One attendee at Scroy’s house pled guilty to attacking a Black teenager in Cedartown, GA while a KKK member during the 1980s.

Neo-Nazi organizing from Scroy’s home poses a real danger to Woodstock residents. Warn your friends and neighbors.

If you have further information on Neil Scroy or other neo-Nazi or Klan organizers in your neighborhood, contact Atlanta Antifascists:

afainatl@riseup.net 470-344-4868 (voicemail)